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VISION
To become one of the globally renowned institutions for
delivering higher education, providing innovative research
and contributing towards technological advancement to make
the world a better place for all.

MISSION
To prepare students as successful and socially responsible
professionals with a global vision. We strive to provide
opportunities for students to discover their unique talent and
explore capability in an environmental conducive for
learning.
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The Causes of Unemployment In Balochistan
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As the saying goes “poverty is the mother of all crimes” so is the unemployment. In order to
highlight the deep roots of unemployment in the province, Social Sciences, Management &

Information Technology SS&MIT conducted an awareness program entitled “The Causes of
Unemployment in Balochistan” on 19th January 2016 at the main conference hall of LUAWMS.
Prof. Dr. Naik Mohammad Buzdar, a prominent scholar and economist of California University
of USA facilitated the program as a speaker. The occasion was also graced with the presence of
chief guest Prof. Dr. Ghulam Jilani, Pro-Vice Chancellor LUAWMS, dean faculty of SSM&IT
Dr. Manzoor Ahmed Baloch,HoD Economics Dr. Khalid Khan and number of academic staff
and students from various faculties.
Dr. Naik’s talk covered several important areas which could be the potential causes of
unemployment in the province. He began his talk by highlighting the contemporary issues related
to the economic, geographic and align their strategically significance for the province. He also
metaphorically described issues in local and global perspectives and emphasized their effects on
different forms of unemployment. It was observed that prior to beginning with the formal
presentation, Dr. Naik shared his deep thoughts on the agenda and involved the participants into
the participation and discussion. It included the root causes and potential solutions of
unemployment. In order to cope up with the proposed issues, he provided the following roadmap, first there is the urgent need of utilizing of the natural resources accordingly. Second, it is
equally important to optimize the specific resources of Marine, Mineral, Industrial and
Agriculture sectors. Lastly, making this lies in the public private partnerships PPP. His talk
concluded with the recommendation that both provincial and federal governments will have to
take adequate measures to play their role into the issues to mitigate the unemployment and bring
the prosperity in the province which is enrich with the natural resources and manpower.
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‘Eid Milad-u- Nabi’ ﷺ
LUAWMS Inter College LIC organized ‘Eid Miladul Nabi’which held on 19thJanuary 2016.
The purpose was to celebrate the birth anniversary and shade lights on the life and contributions
of Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Dean Faculty of Veterinary and Animal Sciences
FVAS,Dr. Nasrullah Bangulzai was the chief guest of the event while Mr. Khalid Hussain,
principal LIC and Mr. Salahudin, Lecturer Water Resource Management WRM were the among
the guests. Moreover, a large number of students and faculty members also attended the
program.
The speech contest was also organized. The participating students and guests highlighted the life
and contributions of Muhammad (PBUH). Sharing their remarks, the chief guests also narrated
the stories of the lives of Muhammad (PBUH) and his companions. They cited different events
i.e., event of ‘Ghazwas’ in order to stir the faith of the participants. One of the guests referring to
the life of the prophet (PBUH), said that, “Itteba-e-sunna is the only means to attain contentment,
prosperity, self-restrain and ontogeny in individual as well as collective and communal lives of
the masses”. In their collective concluding remarks, it was urged to the participants to follow suit
of the last messenger (PBUH) for making good of both worlds. At the end of program, cash
prizes were distributed among the winners.

Chairman of PCRWR Meeting with Vice Chancellor
Chairman of Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources PCRWR visited LUAWMS. The
Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch accompanied by Dean Faculty of Water
Resource Management WRM, Dr. Mohammad Waseem, Dean Faculty of Agriculture, Prof.
Dr.Ghulam Jilani and Additional
Registrar, Amanullah Roonjha
gave him a warm reception. The
chairman PCRWR and Vice
Chancellor discussed on various
areas, more specifically pertaining
to the importance of fresh water in
the
context
of
depleting
underground
water
tables,
particularly in the arid terrains of
Balochistan. Mr. Mohammad
Ashraf suggested the construction
of small dams and adequate
reservoirs in the far-flung areas of the hinterland was the need of hour to tap and conserve water
for adroitly meeting the future needs of the inhibitors. Both institutions agreed on bilateral
cooperation for human resource development through provision of scholarships and stipends to
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the students and training facilities to sharpen the professional knowledge, skills and abilities
KSAs of the faculty and staff members of LUAWMS.

Workshop on Self-Assessment Report
In order to disseminate the specific information on writing a self-performance report, Quality
Enhancement Cell QEC of LUAWMS organized one day workshop entitled as ‘Self-Assessment
Report” at the main auditorium. The resource persons of the workshop were Miss Shema Haider,
director QEC Indus University, and Miss Saba khan, Manager Executive Development. The
resource persons applied different techniques to demonstrate the methods through which the
faculty members and officers from the administration can build the capability of writing selfassessment reports.
In his closing remarks Vice Chancellor Prof.
Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch emphasized
“These kinds of workshops are indispensable to
polish the abilities and skills of the employees.
This event has undoubtedly proved as a fruitful
and worthwhile activity, which has surely
added a lot to the repertoire of the aspiring
participants. Vice Chancellor appreciated the
endeavor of the resource persons and expressed
his cordial gratitude for rendering their
invaluable services to LUAWMS.
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Balochistan Educational Endowment
Fund BEEF Stipend Distribution
A special ceremony was organized to
distribute the Cheques of Balochistan
Educational Endowment Fund BEEF among
the deserving students of LUAWMS. The
Chief Guest of the program was worthy
Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad
Baloch along with other notables including
Additional Registrar, Mr. Amanullah
Roonjha, Assistant Registrar, Mr. Najamud-Din Shaikh, Dean Faculty of Marine
Sciences, Dr. Mohammad Aslam Buzdar
attended the session. A large number of
students were also present to give kudos to
the receivers. The chief guest, in a congenial
mood, addressed the young graduates and
advised them to devote their maximum time
to studies and utilize their leisure in
wholesome activities like sports and stage
activities. He further added that modern
education is the only key to success in the
cutting edge competitive world. It is
mandatory for the students to burn their
midnight oil to keep themselves abreast of
modern
knowledge,
skills,
abilities
and
developments. Education and only education is way
forward for ensuring a
better brighter future for
students,
society
and
country as a whole. The
session of concluded with
Cheques
distribution
among the students. The
Vice Chancellor along
with Mr. Amanullah Roonjha distributed Cheques
among fifty nine (59) deserving students of various
faculties and departments.
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LUAWMS Delegation visit to
IndusUniversityKarachi.
A delegation of QEC of LUAWMS comprising of
Director Dr. Ellahi Bakhsh Murgzani , Deputy
Director, Shafiq-ur-Rehman, Assistant Director,
Javed Mairaj and Data Analyst, Mukhtar Ahmed,
led by Dr. Ellahi Bakhsh Murgzani, Director QEC,
Dr. Ellahi Bakhsh Murgzani along with his
delegation visited the Indus University Karachi.
They met the Director QEC of Indus University,
Miss Shema Haider and Miss Saba Khan. The
delegation received cordial welcome and was
briefed on ‘Online Survey System’ installed at the Indus University. Afterwards, they met Vice
Chancellor Indus University, Dr. Khalid Amin. Dr. Khalid was accompanied by the high-ups of
the varsity. Both parties agreed on bilateral cooperation at institutional levels that includes jointly
conducting training sessions in future.

Visit of PEF Delegation to LUAWMS
zz
A delegation of three members of Professional
Education Foundation PEF, Karachi led by
Manager Finance Mr. Tahir Ali visited
LUAWMS and met the Vice Chancellor, Prof.
Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch, who was
accompanied by other notables of the varsity
including Director Planning and Development,
Mr. Yasir Ali Abbas, Public Relations Officer,
Mr. Abdul Waheed Gichki and Dr. Gulawar
Khan. Mr. Tahir Ali apprised the members about
the aims and objectives of his foundation. He
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said ‘PEF is tenaciously working for the improvement of society by offering scholarships, Zakat
and loan facilities (on subsidized interest rates) to the needy students for educational purposes’.
Afterwards, a Memorandum of Understanding MoU was signed between both institutes to
provide above-mentioned facilities to the students of LUAWMS.

Five Days Training Session
LUAWMS in collaboration with the Higher Education Commission HEC of Pakistan arranged a
five days training session to disseminate knowledge on “Office Workload Management”. Dr.
Manzoor Baloch, Dr. Faraz Ahmed and Mr. Ellahi Bakhsh Gopang rendered their services as the
resource persons of the event. Faculty members and administrative staff from different
faculties/departments were among the participants. The Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Dost
Mohammad Baloch was the chief guest of the event. He appreciated the efforts of the organizers.
He encouraged the organizers and participants of workshop to manage their daily routine official
matters which were very crucial for effective and efficient work performance.
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Meeting of Board of Studies Finance and Management
Sciences
The meeting of the Departmental Board of
Studies for the revision/review of course
contents, course codes including titles and
approval of the curriculum for BBA, BSBA 4
years, MBA 2 years and BBS 2 years was held
on 11th February 2016 at main conference hall.
Dr. Syed Manzoor Ahmed Baloch, Dean
SSM&IT chaired the meeting. The meeting
started with the recitation of few verses from
the Holy Quran. Mr. Pervaiz Ahmed Shaikh
did the recitation. Afterwards, the committee
chairman Dr. Gulawar Khan presented the
points of discussion in the later parts of the
meeting.
Dr. Manzoor welcomed the participants,
especially the external members. He also
explained in detail about the aims and objectives
of the department, course contents of the degree
programs the department had been offering since
its inception.
The participants discussed in detail the courses,
titles and codes of the subjects which have been
offered each semester. Mr. Sajjad Ahmed was the
secretary of the meeting who briefed the members
on the existing course contents, titles, codes and
credit hours of all subjects and the degree
programs being offered.

Member of Balochistan Assembly Prince Ahmed Ali Baloch
Visited LUAWMS
Balochistan’s Member of Provincial Assembly MPA Mr. Prince Ahmad Ali Baloch visited
LUAWMS. Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch cordially welcomed the
provincial member at University. During this MPA met academic and administrative officers,
including Additional Registrar, Mr. Amanullah Roonjha and Campus Management Officer, Mr.
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Musa Jamote. Hosts informed the MPA
regarding the ongoing academic and
progressive activities at University. On this
occasion Vice Chancellor briefed MPA on both
academic and administrative activities of the
university.
Mr.
Prince
Ahmed
Ali
acknowledged the significant contributions of
LUAWMS for the dissemination of
information, knowledge and a center research
ad excellence for the province. In his remarks
he was very much pleased with the formation and functioning of the different faculties and
departments in the short span of time. Observing the university’s ongoing progress in the
research and knowledge dissemination the science and technology, Mr. MPA assured his
continuous support to further strengthen its role in
all parts of the province. Predicting the LUAWMS
contribution, he also found the grave importance of
producing the skilled manpower and work force to
the projects under the umbrella of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor CPEC.
On this note, Vice Chancellor informed Mr. MPA
about running construction projects at LUAWMS,
increasing efforts for enhancing the enrolment ratio of students. Mr. MPA was also taken to sites
where the construction were in progress, including establishment of separate building for three
faculties, and newly established magnificent sports ground and dispensary. Expressing his
thoughts on mega projects, Mr. MPA appreciated the unflinching efforts of Vice Chancellor and
his team.

18th Allama Iqbal Shield Debate Competition
The Directorate of Students Affairs DSA of
LUAWMS organized a declamation contest for the
award of 18thAllama Iqbal shield on February 25,
2016 at main examination hall. The program
commenced with the recitation of a few verses
from Holy Quran. Dr. Syed Manzoor Ahmed
Baloch,Dean Faculty of SS&MIT was the chief
guest. Whereas, faculty members Mr. Amir Wali,
Miss, Ayesha Awan, Mr. Shakir Ali and Mr.
Changez Ali performed the responsibilities as
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judges of the declamation while the stage secretaries were Mr. Jaffar Iqbal and Ms. Zainab.
Legion
local
and
national
media
representative were present in the event for
providing media coverage to the events.
In total, there were twelve contestants from
different departments of the university and
LUAWMS Inter College LIC. Four topics (2
in English and 2 in Urdu) were given to
them for the declamation. The contestants
delivered their thought provoking speeches
in the audience packed hall.
After listening to the declamations, the
honourable jury compiled the final results of both the English and Urdu Speeches. Dr. Jalal Faiz
(Faculty of Education) announced the results.
In Urdu declamation, Ms. Mehr-Un-Nisa bagged 1stposition while Mr. Asad Ullah and Ms.
Mariya Qudoos Alizai obtained 2nd and 3rd positions respectively. Whereas, in English
declamation, Mr. Abdul Latif got himself on the 1st echelon while Mr. Abdul Samad from LIC
and Mr. Abdul Waheed secured themselves with 2nd and 3rd position respectively. The chief
guest Dr. Syed Manzoor Ahmed Baloch distributed the shields and cash prizes among the
winners.
In his concluding remarks, Dr. Manzoor congratulated the winning candidates and expressed his
thoughts that universities were meant to improve the knowledge, skills and abilities of the
students, to encourage them and boost their confidence. Further stressing on the importance of
the occasion, he also emphasised that these activities further needed to be increased at the
broader scale so that the graduates of LUAWMS not only have their mere degrees but speech
and oratory skills too.

23rd March Pakistan day
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The ‘Pakistan Day’ was celebrated with zeal and
enthusiasm on 23rd March 2016 at LUAWMS Inter
College LIC. Debate and Milli Naghma contests
were organized to send a message of love and peace
across the country and the globe. Dr. Ghulam Jilani,
pro-Vice Chancellor LUAWMS was crowned as the
chief guest of the ceremony and Principal LIC, Mr.
Khalid Hussain, Mohammad Afzal Roonjha and
Mohammad Asghar Roonjha Lecturers LIC were
also present. Students of LIC delivered fervent
speeches, which recollected the events of Pakistan
Movement and reminded the sacrifices of our
forefathers to carve out Pakistan as a separate, independent and sovereign state in the comity of
states. The Milli Naghmas were sung by the young students made a good deal to the audience by
revitalizing their emotions and
sentiments for the motherland. In his
speech the chief guest and Pro-Vice
Chancellor said “We are grateful to our
forefathers, who sacrificed their lives
and all mundane wants for the sake of
a better future for their progeny. Their
persistent struggle bore fruit in the
shape of Pakistan. This country has
given us a separate identity, which
indeed has no substitute. We should
never let their sacrifices go in vain. we
should try utmost to turn this country into a pluralistic, tolerant, peaceful and progressive state.

8th March Women’s Day
On March 08, 2016, LUAWMS observed the
International Women Day by organizing an event to
create awareness about the rights of the women
segment in collaboration with the Welfare Association
for New Generation WANG a Lasbela based NGO. The
event was organized to recognize the efforts and
achievements of the fair-gender in national, ethnic,
linguistic, cultural, economic and political spheres.
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The event consisted of the following
 Walk
 Poster Competition
 Awareness Walk
 Speeches
 Documentary
 Skits and Plays
 Certificate Distribution
 Vice Chancellor speech
 Chief Guest’s Message
The event was started with a walk. The purpose was to create awareness about the
Women’s rights and the problems faced by them in the widely patriarchal society.
The honorable Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch was the chief guest of the
event while other notables were Pro Vice
Chancellor, Dr. Ghulam Jilani, Registrar, Dr.
Ahmed Nawaz Khosa, Project Director,
Abdul Qadir Roonjha, Deputy Director
QEC, Shafique –ur- Rehman, Public
Relations Officer, Abdul Waheed Gichki,
Assistant Registrar, Ghulam Sarwar
Roonjha, Assistant Treasurer, Farhan
Suleman Roonjha, Personal Staff Officer to
the Vice Chancellor, Tahir Ahmed Roonjha
and many other high ranking admin officials
and media persons.

Mr. Qaiser Roonjha, a leading representative of WANG chooses to send the message in a novel
manner of dramas, tableaus, posters and speeches. The students participated in a large number to
mark the importance of the day. The chief guest of the event, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch
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addressed to the audience and spotlighted women rights in the perspective of Islam and Pakistani
culture. He said “women are equal to their opponent gender in all walks of life and they can play
a vital role in the development of society provided that they are given
equal opportunities to excel”. He further added that through spread of
education the misogynistic attitude of certain quarters in the society
could easily be transformed into a psyche based on mutual respect,
equality and egalitarianism. He vehemently opposed the glass-ceiling,
which the present day working women were facing in the office
environment and proposed that concentrated efforts should be poured to
bring the female segment at par with their fellow men. Education for a
single girl amounted to full transformation of her all generations to
come. Therefore, provision of education was the inalienable right of our ladies, he suggested.
In the end, the honorable Vice Chancellor distributed certificates, shields and souvenirs among
the participants.

LUAWMS

Meeting of Board of Studies Education Faculty
The meeting of Board of Studies of Education
Faculty was held at the main conference hall of the
varsity. Prof. Dr. Imtiaz Ahmed from University of
Karachi, Dr. Nasir Abbass, HoD English
Department LUAWMS, Dr. Kahlid Khan, HoD
Economics and Shafique-ur-Rehman, Deputy
Director QEC were among the prestigious members
of the meeting. Moreover, Dr. Jalal Faiz performed
the role of a secretary and Mr. Noor Mohammad
Angaria, Dean Faculty of Education was in the
chair. The chair expressed his humble gratitude to
the participants, especially to the external ones for
dedicatin
g their precious time to attend the meeting. He said
that the presence of all members in the meeting added
more feathers to the cap of faculty of education and it
reflected the resolve of the participants in making that
platform a result-oriented entity. The meeting took
very important decisions by incorporating modern
and cutting-edge contents in the curriculum and
assigning new titles to the courses. The meeting
culminated with a vote of thanks to the chair.

Students of LUAWMS visited various Universities in Quetta
LUAWMS’s Department of Economics students visited different educational institutes in the
provincial capital. It included University of Balochistan
UoB, Balochistan University of Information Technology,
Engineering and Management Sciences BUITEMS and
Quetta Agriculture College. The delegation comprised of
students of department of economics led by Assistant
Professor Mr. Hazart Yosuf accompanied by Mr. Ali
Hassan and Mr. Shakir Ali, lecturer. The purpose of this
visit was to provide the conducive environment to the
students where they can interact, network and
communicate with other students. It also meant to provide
opportunity to the staff and faculty to exchange ideas,
knowledge, and profound research related methodologies
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from counterparts. Students also got opportunity to meeting with various academicians and
researchers in the domain of economics where they discussed various emerging economic issues
and learnt some useful insights.

National Seminar on “Prospects of Peace and Prosperity in
Balochistan
National Seminar on “Prospects of Peace and Prosperity in
Balochistan with respect to Development of Gwadar Port,CPEC
and Coastal Cities” was held at Gwadar on April 12, 2016. The
seminar was organized by the Government of Balochistan in
collaboration with ‘DEVOTE Balochistan’ and ‘University of
Turbat. The support of Headquarters Southern Command remained
source of encouragement for the organizers. Chief of Army Staff

General Raheel Sharif graced the seminar as a chief guest while
Chief Minister Balochistan Nawab Sana Ullah Zehri and Lt.
General
Amir
Riaz,
commander
Southern
Command
honored
the
seminar as chief hosts. Prof.
Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch,
Vice Chancellor LUAWMS,
Vice Chancellors of other
universities of the province,
intelligentsia,
think
tanks,
business
magnates,
philanthropists, political and military leadership, and high
profile provincial and federal government officials were present in the seminar. Prof. Dr. Dost
was also among the guest speakers in the session on China Pakistan Economic Corridor CPEC.
Besides him, a team comprising 70 students and faculty members of LUAWMS also attended the
seminar to articulate the resolve of university for a
prosperous and developed Balochistan.
In the first session, the speakers put light on Gwadar
Port Project, CPEC and Development of Coastal
Cities/Belt Policy Parameters and Priorities set by the
Federal Government. In Intellectuals/Media Session the
Role of Academia and Media in Building Perceptions
on Development of CPEC, Gwadar Port and Coastal
Cities vis-à-vis apprehensions of Baloch Nationalists,
were discussed thoroughly. In political session, the
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speakers briefed on the political challenges and opportunities for the development of CPEC,
Gwadar port projects and coastal cities. In his speech at the forum the Vice Chancellor
LUAWMS considered CPEC as a harbinger of positive change and could foresee the perceivably
browbeaten province as frontrunner in legion opportunities, development, prosperity and
magnificence. He added that the mineral-rich province was an Eldorado and its importance was
rightly being realized through the implementation of several mega infrastructure projects under
the CPEC canopy. Further pointing at the significance of LUAWMS, he added that the
significance varsity was a significant cog in the large machinery of the economic corridor and
vowed that it would provide indigenous intellectual capital for the smooth running of projects.

One Day Seminar Organized By ORIC In Collaboration With
SMEDA
The ‘Office of the Research, Innovation and Commercialization’
ORIC in collaboration with Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Authority SMEDA organized a seminar at the
conference room in LUAWMS. The chief guest of the seminar
was Vice Chancellor, prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch, while
the provincial chief of
SMEDA Mr. Abdul
Shakoor and Mr.
Arbab Naseeb ullah
Kasi of BUITEMS
participated
as
resource persons. Several faculty members,
administration officers and a large number of students
of LUAWMS were among the participants. Mr.
Abdul Shakoor addressed the seminar and shared his
experienced of setting-up small and medium business. Recalling the past trend of searching the
jobs, he stated that there were the times when the philosophy of job search was at a premium and
the concept of establishing humble business set-ups, instead, was at a hopeless discount, but
unlike past the idea of entrepreneurship was gaining currency among the university graduates, as
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it provided better chances of earning decent bread and butter for them and their families. The
chief guest Prof. Dr. Dost acquiesced to the views of the resource person and said that eons ago
the students used to keep the choice of self-employment to the back burner, but as the time
glided by and awareness shrouded the minds of the masses, the concept of self-employment
received leaps and bounds appreciation. He added that the educated class could yield
flabbergasting level of dividends in doing their own businesses. According him, students of
LUAWMS needed to give serious thoughts to establishing of their own businesses and become
their own boss. The efforts of the ORIC and SMEDA were applauded and expected to have such
seminars in the near future too.

Vice Chancellor Inaugurated Sub Power Station of LUAWMS
Campus
The Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr.Dost Mohammad Baloch inaugurated 750- KVA Sub Power
Station of LUAWMS Campus. On this occasion, director Planning and Development P&D, Mr.
Yasir Ali Buzdar, Deputy Director P&D, Mohammad Musa Jamote, Assistant Resident
Engineer, Abdul Hayee Magsi, Junior Engineer, Mohammad Rizwan, Public Relations Officer,
Abdul Waheed Gichki, Assistant Registrar, Faisal Khan, Security Officer, Mohammad Saeed
and Dean FVAS , Dr. Nasurullah Bungulzai were also present. Engineer Abdul Hayee Magsi
gave a compendious briefing to the Vice
Chancellor on the sub power house. The
Vice Chancellor evinced his contentment on
successful completion of the scheme. He
said the newly built power station would
reduce the power load over the other old one,
which would provide uninterrupted current
flow and full voltages to all buildings of the
university.

Two days Book Fair at LUAWMS Central Library
A two days book fair, the brainchild of collaboration between LUAWMS Central Library &
Lasbela Students Society, was organized in the central library of the university. The Vice
Chancellor LUAWMS formally inaugurated the event. Many officials including Registrar
Dr.Ahmed Nawaz khosa, Librarian Yahya Habib Magsi, Assistant Librarian Mohammad Hashim
Roonjha, Public Relations Officer Abdul Waheed Gichki, Security Officer Mohammad Saeed
Baloch were accompanying the Vice Chancellor on the occasion. The Vice Chancellor was
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briefed on the types of books exhibited at the fair. The worthy Vice Chancellor noted the books
from almost all vocations and fields were tabled for sale on cut-rate basis. He heartily
appreciated the efforts of the organizers and thanked
to the book agencies for giving their priceless time to
LUAWMS. He said that such type of events were
indispensable to the growth of educational hubs
because they provided students with a huge
conglomeration of books at their door-steps on
reduced prices. In the
end, he expressed his
resolve to upgrade
LUAWMS central Library to the international standards, where
all type of books and 24/7 e-library facility would be readily
available to educates. He said in the university set-ups the
libraries held herculean significance, therefore, no stone will be
left unturned to bring the central library at par with the best
libraries of the world.

Cheque Distribution Ceremony
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A distribution ceremony of Cheques pertaining to the USAID, MNBSP for the meritorious
students of LUAWMS was held on 9th May 2016 in the ‘Teleconference Hall’ of the university.
Dr. Ahmed Nawaz Khosa, Registrar LUAWMS granted honor to the event by accepting his
invitation as the chief guest of the ceremony.
After distributing the Cheques among the
students, Dr. Khosa delivered a sensitizing
lecture with respect to the need and
significance of the education. He said
“Education is the panacea for all ills. Although

you all are the shinning students, therefore
secured distinctions in your batches, but never
forget the fact that there is always a room for
improvement. Try to utilize your maximal time
in the pursuit of education. There is an adage:
As you sow, so shall you reap. The time which
you devote to your studies today is the chief
element in deciding your tomorrow’.

LUAWMS Delegation Visited China
Reported by: Dr. Mohammad Aslam Buzdar

In order to develop an academic and research collaboration with Chinese institutes, Vice
Chancellor LUAWMS visited People’s Republic
of China. In this visit Dean Faculty of Marine
Sciences, Dr. Mohammad Aslam Buzdar and
Director P&D Mr. Mohammad Yasir Ali Abbas
were the entourage with the Vice Chancellor. This
high profile delegation visited various universities
in China. On this occasion LUAWMS signed
Memorandums of Understandings MoUs with
three universities namely Haze University, Heze
Shandong of China, South West University of
Science and Technology and South China Sea
Institute of Oceanology Chinese Academy of Sciences, People’s Republic of China. The pacts
were signed during the one week visit of China.The fundamental objective of the visit to China
was to develop an academic and research linkage between LUAWMS and Chinese
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Universities/Institutes. The MoUs pertained to
exchange the scientific and technical information in
the concerned subject area, joint organization of
symposia, seminars, workshops, and training, study
tours, faculty and students exchange programs, joint
scientific publication, and joint projects to acquire
funds from both national and international donor
agencies, establishment of Confucius Chinese
Language Center, Marine Research Center in
LUAWMS and many more.
Visit to South West University of Science and
Technology (SWUST)
The delegates from LUAWMS visited SWUST on
3rd May 2016 and were well received by the
university administration. Dean Faculty of Life
Sciences, Prof. Dr. Hou Dabin briefed the
delegation on the history and recent developments
in the university. Afterwards, the team was
requested to visit different laboratories, Library and
Waste Water Treatment Plant. A formal meeting
was also called and the members from the host
institute were:
1.
Luo Xuegang , Vice President
Hou Dabin, Dean of School of Life Science and Engineering
Hu Shanglian, Vice Dean of School of life Science and Engineering
Zhang Xiangjiamg, Vice Director of Department of Teaching Affairs
Liu Ahigui, Vice Dean of Graduate School

2.
3.
4.
5.

The meeting was fruitful and the matters of mutual interests were discussed in detail and a draft
of MoU was shared among the delegation of both universities after formal introduction of parties
from both sides. Both institutes agreed on cooperating on the following disciplines:






Biology and Biotechnology
Agronomy
Environmental Science
Horticulture
Hydrology and Water Resource Management
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In addition to the above, Prof. Dr. Luo Xuegang, Vice President of SWUST offered 50
Scholarships for Master and PhDs in the field of Environment Science, Agriculture, Water
Resource Management and Information Technology to LUAWMS.
Visit to South China Sea Institute of Oceanology Chinese Academy of Sciences (SCSIOCAS)
The delegation visited SCSIO – CAS
Guangzhou as per schedule on 4th May
2016. Prof. Wang received the delegation
and a brief introductory presentation was
given by Prof. Cheng Shen zhang,
Assistant Director. An introductory
presentation of LUAWMS was also given
by Dr. Mohammad Aslam Buzdar, Dean
of Faculty of Marine Sciences. Prof. Dr.
Dong Xiao Wang, Deputy Director
informed the house about their interests in
collaborating in the arenas Marine
Sciences and Oceanographic studies with LUAWMS. On the other hand, Prof. Dost Mohammad
Baloch, Vice Chancellor LUAWMS enlightened the Chinese Scientists about the potential of the
Coastal areas of Balochistan and identified key areas of research, which needed exploration
through mutual consensus. Later on, a MoU was signed. The signatories to the MoU were Prof.
Dr. Dost Muhammad Baloch and Prof. Lijuan Long, Director SCSIO-CAS, both institutes agreed
on the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Marine Biology
Marine Ecology
Marine Environment
Marine Geology
Climate Change
Oceanography

Participants from the host institute were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prof. Li Juan Long
Prof. Youshao Wang
Prof. Dong Xiao Wang
Prof. Changshen Zhang

After that the delegates visited the port city of Shandong province, where they met the erudite
scholars who were pursuing their Master/ Ph.D at Ocean University. The Vice Chancellor
contemplated about their going projects. He urged them to work hard and complete their
respective degrees in due time.
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Visit to Heze University, Shandong
The delegation visited the Heze University- Shandong on 6thof May 2016. As per schedule,
LUAWMS delegation was received by Mr. Zhang, Deputy Director International Office at
Zhengzhou Airport and was taken to the Heze University Mianyang after travelling for 450 KM.
Prof. Tongsong Jia President of the Heze University welcomed the delegation at Heze
University. Afterwards the delegates were taken to the meeting hall for commencement of formal
meeting. Participants from the host institute were: Heze University agreed on exchange of
students to learn Chinese language.
1. Jie Liu Dean Department of Resources and Environment
2. Zhang Zihai Deputy Director Department of Foreign Exchange
3. Feng Shuya Director Foreign Affair

MoU Signed with SMIU
Sindh Madressatul Islam University SMIU and LUAWMS concocted a Memorandum of
Understanding MoU at SMIU, Karachi. The Vice Chancellor of SMIU, Dr. Mohammad Ali
Shaikh and the Vice Chancellor LUAWMS, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch signed the MoU
on cooperation in exchange of faculty members, research personnel and graduate, and under
graduate students for study and research, joint educational, academic, training and research
activities, participation in seminars and academic meeting, provision of research, training and
course work for Masters of Philosophy M.phil
students, supervision of Ph.D students at
subsidized
fee
structure,
exchange
of
administrative managers/ coordinators and
training and development of administrative and
academic staff. On this occasion Dr. Mohammad
Ali sheikh said, ‘We welcome this development
from the core of heart. It will be mutually
beneficial for both universities located in two
different provinces. It will augment interprovincial cooperation in academia and
knowledge transfer activities. Dr. Mohammad
Ali Shaikh further said that Lasbela
University is in the close proximity of
Karachi city, therefore their cooperation in
various fields of education will be in the best
interests of the country, it would yield myriad
vantages and would serve as a ploy to explore
economic opportunities, which would add to
the national growth. He added that projects
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under China Pakistan Economic Corridor CPEC would further bolster the joint initiative and
Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch nodded in affirmation by saying, ‘The MoU will be extremely
advantageous for the comparatively newly established LUAWMS in innumerable ways’. The
Vice Chancellor, LUAWMS also offered internship programs to the students of SMIU at his
varsity.

One Day Seminar On
Quality Amelioration in the University Set-ups
The Quality Enhancement Cell QEC of LUAWMS organized a one day seminar on ‘Quality
Amelioration in the University Set-ups, Mr. Kamal khan, Director of QEC Shaheed Benazir
Bhutto University participated as resource person while Dr. Ghulam Jilani Pro Vice Chancellor
LUAWMS, was the chief guest of the session. Deputy Director QEC Mr. Shafiq-ur-Rehman and
many other faculty members and officials hailing from administrative quarters attended the
seminar. The resource person lectured on the need and importance of quality. He taught several
tactics of quality enhancement in order to render quality services to the institution. He
underscored the role of professionalism, sincerity, transparency, impartiality and meritocracy in
rendering quality services and producing far more intellectually strengthened students. The Chief
Guest of the seminar said that by conducting such seminars the participant’s learn immeasurable
knowledge and become able to deliver their best.
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ORIC Attended First Invention to
Innovation Summit Program
A delegation of ‘Office of the Research Innovation and
Commercialization’ ORIC attended the ‘First Invention to
Innovation Summit Program’ held at University of
Balochistan Quetta. The delegation was led by Dr. Imran
Rasheed and Mr. Zafar Ali Gurgnari Director and Assistant
Director ORIC respectively. Dr. Khalid khan, Head of
Economics Department; Dr. Nasurullah Bangulzai, Dean
Faculty of FAVS, Mr.Taimor khan and Dr. Ghulam Khaliq
were accompanying the ORIC officials during the tour.
The officials installed booths for guiding the visitors on
matters related to Veterinary, Marine life and Agriculture.
At the summit, ORIC in
collaboration
with
the
‘Raffah International University Islamabad, organized a session
on ‘Economic Development in Balochistan”. Prestigious speakers
delivered speeches on the hot topic to create cognizance about the
economic development factors. Dr. Khalid Khan wised up the
audience on the significance of agriculture for the economy of
Balochistan. He said that the province comprised about 43% of
the country and steadfast government policy aiming at enhancing
that sector could bring indelible prosperity across the province in
particular and the country in general.

Vice Chancellors Visit to Switzerland Embassy at Karachi
The Vice Chancellor LUAWMS Prof. Dr. Dost
Mohammad
Baloch
visited
Switzerland
Embassy at Karachi and met the bigwigs of the
venue including Swiss Deputy Consul General,
Mr. Rogar M. Kull and Mr. Jordan. The director
ORIC Dr. Imran Rasheed also accompanied the
Vice Chancellor. The Vice Chancellor briefed
the Deputy Consul about the vision and mission
of LUAWMS while apprising him on the
perpetual achievements of the university in
bringing unprecedented socio-economic changes in the province. He said that acquisition of
higher education held an overarching importance for the people to uplift their living standard by
tapping the best available opportunities all across the globe. The hosts conveyed the fervid
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interest of the Swiss Government in cooperating with Pakistani Universities in various fields.
Mr. Kull signified that a MoU in the near future shall be signed between the Consulate and
LUAWMS to provide overseas scholarships and stipends to the luminaries of LUAWMS besides
doling out funds for infrastructural developments at the varsity and extending cooperation in
research and academic activities. The Vice Chancellor termed the meeting ‘watershed’ in the
history of LUAWMS.

OGDCL Awareness Seminar at LUAWMS
Institute of Business Administration IBA Sukkur in collaboration with Oil and Gas Development
Corporation Limited OGDCL organized a publicity seminar at LUAWMS. The seminar was
organized by ORIC. The purpose of this seminar was broaden the awareness among the students
about various scholarships being offered to the competent students on merit basis. Mr. Sanaullah
Baloch, Marketing Manager of IBA and Mr.Ikram Ullah Kasi, Provincial Coordinator OGDCL
Balochistan were the resource persons. Mr. Baloch informed that IBA was a Public Sector
Institution, which regularly provided scholarships to the bright as well as needy students with the
assistance of OGDCL. He said that every year a total number of three hundred students, fifty
seven from each province were granted admission at the institution under ‘Six Months
Fundamental Scholarship Scheme’. After the
expiry of initial six months, these students are
subjected to a testing examination and the top
hundred get full scholarship. All types of
educational expenditures of such students are
borne by the donors. At the end of the
session, the students were briefed on the
admission
procedures
and
eligibility
criterions.
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Sports Events
Reported by: Sher Ahmed Bangulzai

ALL PAKISTAN INTER-VARSITY VOLLEY BALL CHAMPIONSHIP
Realizing the impact of sports on the students’ academic performance, all Pakistan inter-varsity
Volley Ball Championship was organized under the auspices of Directorate of Sports, Lasbela
University. There were teams from various
universities of Pakistan participated in the event.
The participating Universities were Al- Hamd
Islamic University AHIU, Lasbela University of
Agriculture Water and Marine Sciences LUAWMS,
Balochistan University of Information Technology
Engineering and Management Sciences BUITEMS
participated in the event. Round 1 and Round 2 of
the event were played at LUAWMS volleyball
Court, however, final was played on golden beach
of Kund Malir on the adamant persuasion of the
guest teams. BUITEMS bagged the winner trophy
while AHIU and LUAWMS stood on 2nd and 3rd
ladders respectively.
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BALOCHISTAN COAST GUARD ARRANGED SPORTS EVENTS
Lasbela University of Agriculture Water and Marine Sciences LUAWMS
participated in the sports events arranged by Coast Guard Balochistan. The
events were organized on 23rd march 2016. LUAWMS inflicted a crushing
defeat to its opponents in the tug-of-war.
FIRST ALL LUAWMS INTER DEPARTMENTAL CRICKET
TOURNAMENT
Directorate of Sport LUAWMS organized ‘First all LUAWMS inter
departmental cricket tournament. Aggregate of twelve teams from different
departments and faculties participated in the tournament. However, the
team of faculty of Agriculture swept the winners-trophy, whereas faculty
members’ team stood at the second place. The Vice Chancellor and chief
guest of the series, Prof. Dr. Dost Mohammad Baloch distributed trophies
and prizes among the winners and organizers.

